
  

The CO2 LASER Deposits heat just on one face of the mirror. If the laser power fluctuates, The heat deposit 

fluctuates and will create displacement noise <Δz> because of the following coupling mechanism:

Thermo-elastic Noise (TEN) : heat produces  changes  in the thermal expansion of the mirror changing 
the mirror surface.

Thermo-refractive NOISE(TRN):  The refractive index  dependence  with the temperature changes the 
optical path of the interferometer.

FLEXURE NOISE (fN): heat OF one face of the optics PRODUCES an uneven thermal expansion of the mirror 
WHICH causes a change in curvature of the mirror
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The Double beam optical lever  can estimate the variation  
of the radius of curvature ΔR due to thermally  induced 
stress.

ONE beam impingeS as close as possible to the center of the 
mirror making the reflected beam quite insensitive to  
curvature changes. The second beam will then measure 
ΔR .

MIRROR translation and tilts can be subtracted to a 
certain degree because they  create mainly a common mode 
signal in the two quadrant photo-detectors output.
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a) Hartmann rays propagate normal to 
the incident wavefront to the 
HARTMANN plane . 
b) If the wavefront slope changes the 
spot positions shift. 

The shift is proportional to the  
wavefront phase shift Δφ, i. e.:

Δφ = Δr/L

A CDD camera collects the image to 
compute the pattern change  which is 
THEN used to reconstruct the 
wavefront w(x,y).
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The Heating of the OPTICS SUBSTRATE PRODUCES a change in optics  refractive index (MAIN effect). 
This phenomenon together with  a chosen Heat distribution, allow to create a thermally 
controlled lens (thermal lensing.).  Using a laser beam to heat the mirror with the 
appropriate transverse power distribution we can control the effective  curvature of the 
mirror and therefore compensate for the optical resonant cavity mismatch  with the 
interferometer laser beam wavefront. The CO2 laser wave length (10.6um) is quasi ideal because 
of the substrate and HR coating  high absorption coefficient (  90%). ~
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Current Status and Future Plans for the LIGO Thermal 
Compensation System (TCS)

 Virg nio Sannibaleí *, for the LSC

Introduction
 

High laser power creates strong thermal lensing in the interferometers optical resonant 
cavities used for gravitational wave detection. More demanding performance will require even 
higher amount of power stored in cavities.  To be able to control the interferometer and 
achieve the stored power design, we require active wavefront correction systems to minimize 
the thermal lensing. 

The increased laser power of Advanced LIGO  will necessitate a TCS of much greater 
complexity than the current system.
  We will discuss the recent improvement of the thermal compensation system in preparation for 
the next LIGO science run and the design of the thermal compensation scheme for Advanced LIGO. 

*Caltech USA , sannibale_v@ligo.caltech.edu 
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layout of the CO
2
 laser projector for advanced ligo.  The laser is thermo-stabilized to 0.05K 

with an active thermal insUlation enclosure. This lightproof and acoustic enclosure  also  
allows to “de-class” the 35W laser to class I thanks to a mirror flipper which can dump most of 
the power to a water cooled beam dump.
Following the optical train from the laser output we found: 

– The intensity stabilization servo optical elements (ISS),  

– THE angular jitter reduction system (AJR),

– THE fixed polarization  anular and central heating control system (FpCH & FpAH),

–  THE Beam IMAGE Circularizer ON TEST MASS FACE  (BIC),

– The magnifying telescope (MT).

ISS : The ISS system uses a water cooled aom as the actuator and two HgCdTe photo-diodes  (in 

and out loop) sensors. 

AJR : The AJR  SYSTEM uses A pair of galvanometers as actuators and a  HgCdTe quadrant 

PhotoDiode  to minimize the beam angular jitter. 

FpCH & FpAH:  The power control of the central and anular heating is done using a 

remotely controlled rotating half wave plate with a fixed beam splitter polarizer to reduce 
angular jitter induced by rotating polarizers. 

BIC:  circularization of the beam IMAGE on the test mass FACE with large incident angles  is 

obtained using  AN anamorphic prism pair WHICH Can turn the transverse beam profile elliptic.

MT: magnifying telescope launches the beam IMAGES At the ABS and CBS to the compensating 

plate front face  placed in front of each ITM mirrors. 

This design is based on lesson learned from the current enhanced ligo CO
2
 projector and also 

Contains elements of the current Virgo TCS projector.
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How it works

Interferometer thermal COMPENSATION:  noise mechanismsInterferometer thermal COMPENSATION:  noise mechanisms
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 P is the TCS average laser power, with the same Gaussian spot size  w as the IFO beam, ρ and C are the 

density and heat capacity of fused silica, η  is the Fused SILICA Poisson ratio, α the thermal expansion 

coefficient, n and dn/dT the index of refraction and its temperature dependence, F the finesse of the 

arm cavity, and h the thickness of the Input Test Mass .  C
num 

describes the Thermally Induced Stress 

coupling mechanism. This factor is a minor contribution for central heating but tends to dominate the 
noise for annular heating, of which barrel heating is an extreme case. 

 RIN  is the relative intensity noise which is the reduced by the iss system.
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Coherence spectrum with differential arm length sensing SIGNALCoherence spectrum with differential arm length sensing SIGNAL
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The acousto-optic-modulator deflects 10-20%of the laser light. A percentage of the 
emerging light is sampled by a HgCdTe photo-diode (PD). The PD SIGNAL carries the light power 
fluctuation  which once filtered to satisfy stability and performance criteria is sent to 
the aom modulator. THE AOM corrects the light power fluctuation by instantaneously 
deflecting the proper amount of light.  Low Frequency power drift can be controlled by a 
brewster angle rotating polarized.
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Current performance are limited 
by the PD pre-amplifier voltage 

noise ~1nV/√Hz 

servo band from ~0.1Hz to ~60kHz

Suppression Factor ~ 10-30
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Coherence spectrum between  the iss in 
loop pd signal and the error  SIGNAL OF 
the ARMS DIFFERENTIAL  length USED TO 
CONTROL THE interferometer's  fabry-
perot Cavities AND EXTRACT THE main 
INTERFEROMETER  Signal.

APART FROM STRONG COHERENCE AT POWER 
LINES FREQUENCIES THE SPECTRUM SHOWS   A 

RELATIVELY HIGH COHERENCE 0.4 AT 147Hz. 

The 147Hz peak is DUE TO A TYPICAL 
INTENSITY  NOISE INJECTION MECHANISM: 
IF the laser beam is  clipping on an optic 
excited by a mechanical resonance it 
will generate intensity noise. 
Coherence with the pd is due to the 
excitation of the pd  and the non 
uniformity response of the PD's active 
area.

A more careful beam alignment  

eliminated the coherence @  92 and 
147Hz
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Relative intensity noise (RIN) of the 
 out of loop photo-detector for 
the following cases:

•ISS LOOP open, Light, green curve.

•ISS LOOP closed, dark green curve.

•No light impinging on the photo-
detector, black curve.

The out of loop photo-detector 
provides the reliable signal to 
estimate the rin.
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– Red bullets:  ring heaters, 

– Blue LINES : Dual optical lever sensors,

– Green projections: carbon dioxide laser heaters.

– BLACK LINES: HARTMANN SENSORS.
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Hartman sensor noise floor

THE Difference of two acquired 
consecutive patterns of the  
wavefront of an incoherent 
point-like source is a measure of 
the hartmanN Sensor noise floor 
(left figure). 

The reconstructed wavefront is 
therefore  the wavefront 
spacial resolution of the sensor 
(right figure)
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thermal compensation CONTROL 

Direct measurement and study of the interferometer 
signal are required to devise a robust control law for 
the interferometer thermal compensation.

The MAIN  sensor signals are the bullseye photo-
detectors which measure the side bands intensity  used 
to  control of the interferometer longitudinal 
degrees of freedom and the phase cameras which allow 
to measure the  wavefront of the main beams 
emerging from the interferometer.

The non stationarity of the interferometer will  
probably require to measure the so called sensing 
matrix dynamically to account the drift in the 
interferometer response.
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